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agreement. However, the concrete application of the model and its terminology is 

problematic: It employs concepts which are less than clear (definition of services supplied in 

the exercise of governmental authority, public utilities, private funding) and it only exempts 

public utilities from two elements of the market access obligation while all other obligations 

of the trade agreements apply to public services. This does not provide sufficient regulatory 

space and flexibility from the domestic regulatory perspective.  

 

2. The NAFTA approach 

The approach adopted in the NAFTA context differs significantly from the GATS approach. 

NAFTA and NAFTA-type agreements do not contain a specific exemption clause for services 

supplied in the exercise of governmental authority. They do however contain a reservation 

clause for certain activities such as law enforcement, social benefits, public education, public 

training, health, and child care. This clause serves similar functions as the exemption clause 

for services supplied in the exercise of governmental authority, but it also contains unclear 

language as it is subject to the provision of these services in a manner not inconsistent with 

the agreement. The scope of the NAFTA- and the GATS-clauses overlaps partly, but the 

NAFTA clause seems broader in scope as it explicitly contains social and educational 

services. Nevertheless, as mentioned above the impact of the NAFTA reservation clause may 

be limited.  

The most important instrument of limiting the impact of the NAFTA disciplines on public 

services are sector-specific reservations contained in Annex I (Reservations for Existing 

Measures and Liberalization Commitments) and Annex II (Reservations for Future 

Measures). The parties to NAFTA listed a number of public services sectors and respective 

regulatory measures in their schedules. In general, the Annex II exemptions which provide for 

regulatory space are more important for the present purposes than Annex I exemptions which 

are in effect a stand-still clause and subject to an inherent liberalisation mechanism. The 

NAFTA parties did use the possibility to schedule sectors they considered as public services 

to a certain degree. For example, Canada excluded telecommunication transport networks and 

services as well as certain social services by listing them in its Annex II schedule as 

exemptions from the market access, national treatment and most favoured nation treatment 

obligations. Mexico for its part included certain elements of telecommunication and postal 

services, audio-visual services and social services. Similar reservations were made by the 

United States.  


